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Transform today’s 

Front Line Leaders to…

Big-hearted and

High-performing

leaders of tomorrow

November 24th 2022
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What does it take 
to be a leader 
today?

In the Chat please type 
what your answer to 
the question >

Never before have demands on leaders 
changed so much, so quickly…
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Being a leader…what we are hearing

61%

of front line leaders 

are struggling, 
only 39% thriving

“I feel proud and 

exhausted. I’m not sure 

how much longer I can 

keep going at this pace.”

“I spend each day in back-to-

back virtual meetings and end 

up with a battery run down 

and having no time.”

“… people were going 

through a lot of things other 

than the professional side…”

“Being a leader in 2021, I was 

able to accept that there were 

a lot of things that were not 

under our control…”

How does it feel to be 

a leader in 2022?

“Exhilarating and 

exhausting.”

85%

of executives are ‘living 
their purpose’… 

but only 15% of front 

line leaders feel 
fulfilled…

“Taking action, not 

knowing, planning, 

only to be flexible…”
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Only

1 in 3 CEOs: 

Rate front line leadership 
capability ‘very good’ or 
‘excellent’

Research shows that…

most mid level leaders are still struggling 
with core leadership skills. 

We aren’t capturing them early enough and effectively. 

Only

1 in 5 large 

companies are 
focused on upskilling 
front line leaders 

Front line leaders are

80%
but only 20-30%

of the leadership of organisation’s
population… development attention

Are we doing enough to develop our leaders?
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A variety of profiles and challenges

External hire Blind spots Transforming

Informal leader New gen Expert
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Expectations of leaders continue to evolve

…and the demands are cumulative

• Performance management

• Give feedback

• Delegate / Coach

• Create line of sight to strategy

• Ownership and accountability

The core of people leadership has 
always been about achieving 

results through others.

Driving performance

1.0
Unlocking modern 
operating models

As organisations become agile and 
responsive, a fail-fast learning 
culture unlocks the intelligence 

of their people.

• Unlock team’s intelligence

• Encourage growth mindset

• Focus on customer

• Innovation, agility

• Fail fast learning culture

2.0

Inspiring connection

In uncertainty and a hybrid world, 
leaders must focus on the whole 

person creating meaning and 
belonging for diverse teams.

• Drive engagement

• Diversity, Equity, Inclusion

• Wellness

• Psychological safety

• Resilience

3.0

What 
people DO

Get results through others

How 
people THINK

Engage the intelligence of others

How 

people FEEL

Help others do their life’s work
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Leadership 
development 
must be 
approached…

HOLISTICALLY
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Why are we smarter and more 
capable around some leaders 

but not others? 

Liz Wiseman
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Multiplier's research

Diminishers

Empire Builder
Hoard and underutilize talent

Tyrant
Create stress that stops thinking

Know-it-All
Tell people what to do

Decision Maker
Decide (then debate)

Micromanager
Manage every detail

Do

People will not figure it 
out without me

See

Multipliers

Talent Magnet
Attract and optimize talent

Liberator
Create space for best thinking

Challenger
Extend stretch challenges

Debate Maker
Debate (then decide)

Investor
Instill ownership and accountability

Do

People are smart and will 
figure it out

See

48%

95%
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BTS’s solution has a unique combination

Research

> 150,000 coaching conversations

Internal

External

Contextual and personalised

Design methodology

Mixed modality learning experience:

Delivered digitally and virtual or in-person
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The Being a Leader learning journey

Experience 
three

Raising the Bar:
Leading as a 

Challenger and 
Debate Maker

Journey 
kickoff

The Multiplier 
mindset

Experience two
Engaging Others:

Leading as an 
Investor and 

Liberator

Experience one
Being a Leader: 

Leading as a Talent 
Magnet

Journey 
close
Future 
Focus
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Anatomy of a learning experience

Learning
experience

Land the learning
One 90 min facilitated pod session

Put it to work
45 min – 1 h  of application, 
over two weeks

Take it in
1-2 hours of self-paced study, 
over two weeks

Work it out
One workshop day,
3 sessions of simulation, practice and discussion
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The Being a Leader learning journey at a glance

Being a Leader: 
Leading as a Talent Magnet

Engaging Others: 
Leading as an Investor and Liberator

Raising the Bar: Leading as a 
Challenger and Debate Maker

Close
2 h

Kickoff
2 h

Pod 1
90 min

Workshop 1
6 h

Self-paced
90 min

Go-Do
45 min

Go-Do
45 min

Self-paced
90 min

Go-Do
45 min

Self-paced
90 min

Workshop 2
6 h

Workshop 3
6 h

Pod 3
90 min 

Pod 2
90 min 

Month 1 Month 3Week 1 Month 2 Final Week
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BTS learning approach
Introduce core concepts

Self-paced learning

Facilitated workshops

On the job
‘Go-Do’ application

Facilitated pod

Part 1

60-90 mins

Your digital learning 
& simulation team is 
looking forward to 
meeting you!
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BTS learning approach
Integrate learning and practice new skills

Part 2

1 day =
3 workshops

105 mins each

Self-paced learning

Facilitated workshops

On the job
‘Go-Do’ application

Facilitated pod
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Make leadership decisions in a simulation
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BTS Learning Approach
Land the learning with real-world application

Part 3

90 mins 
+ 

optional

Self-paced learning

Facilitated workshops

On the job
‘Go-Do’ application

Facilitated pod
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BTS learning approach
Power of pod coaching – discovery and experimentation 

Part 4

90 mins

Small group (4-6 people) sessions

Enhances trust 
and 

psychological 
safety 

Supportive environment 
to explore mindset shifts

Small groups for 
deeper insights and 

shared accountability

Build self awareness while 
boosting performance 

and effectiveness

Guided by 
trained 

facilitator Evidence-base 
content and 

design

Self-paced learning

Facilitated workshops

On the job
‘Go-Do’ application

Facilitated pod



Pilot Participation = 24 Leaders
Africa, Middle East, 
Italy, Spain and US).

Multiple industries -
Manufacturing, 

Telecommunications, 
Pharmaceutical, Tyres, 

Banking, Oil & Gas, FMCG, 
Automotive, Mining
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83%

17%

0% 0% 0%

67%

28%

6%

0% 0%

78%

22%

0% 0% 0%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

Excellent Good Average Poor Very poor

Overall Perception of BAL

Did the journey meet your overall expectations?

How organized was this journey in terms of enabling you to know 
where you needed to be?

How was the general flow and composition of the journey?
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9.37/10

Completed
Average

Self-led modules

How likely are you to recommend the 
use of this digital platform to you peers?

35%

29%

24%

6% 6%

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree

I found Momenta easy to use, intuitive and 
comfortable to work with.

In the beginning, quickly 
discovered issues. Adapted 

and fixed resulting in 
positive user experience.

“Great endorsement.
Initial learning curve with 
Momenta, but participants

quickly became comfortable 
with the platform”
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Cohorts
#1 SWEDEN Infrastructure (24p)

#2 FINLAND (26p)
#3 INTERNATIONAL mixed (26p)

#4 SWEDEN mixed (26p)

102
Participants 

in total

Global Engineering Consulting Client

Participants collaborating across several countries
Sweden, Finland, Denmark, Saudi Arabia, 

Philippines, China, UK, Switzerland, India, and 
Germany

Participants collaborating across many divisions:
Infrastructure, Energy, Process Industries 

Management Consulting, Industrial & Digital 
Solutions
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http://www.bts.com/

